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ClaimsClaims

?? They present a comprehensive approach to They present a comprehensive approach to 
assured reconfigurationassured reconfiguration

?? Provide a framework for formal verification Provide a framework for formal verification 
that allows system developer to use a set of that allows system developer to use a set of 
applicationapplication--level properties to show general level properties to show general 
reconfiguration propertiesreconfiguration properties

?? State their approach allows the system State their approach allows the system 
design to be much simpler and easier to design to be much simpler and easier to 
analyzeanalyze
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What What youyou should learn from this paper?should learn from this paper?

?? When designing a system, you will have highWhen designing a system, you will have high--level level 
properties/goals you want to satisfyproperties/goals you want to satisfy

?? It may be difficult to prove them formally in your It may be difficult to prove them formally in your 
designdesign

?? Instead, use low level properties that can be Instead, use low level properties that can be 
easier to guarantee and use these properties to easier to guarantee and use these properties to 
prove the highprove the high--level oneslevel ones

?? You must be able to formally describe these You must be able to formally describe these 
properties in a language of your choosingproperties in a language of your choosing

?? In essence, that is what they did here, so this In essence, that is what they did here, so this 
paper is a good example of how to do thatpaper is a good example of how to do that

DefinitionsDefinitions

?? Specified set S of functionality levelsSpecified set S of functionality levels
?? Reconfiguration defines transitions between Reconfiguration defines transitions between 

pairs of members of Spairs of members of S
?? Informally, Informally, the process through which a the process through which a 

system halts operation under its current system halts operation under its current 
source specification Si and begins operation source specification Si and begins operation 
under a different target specification under a different target specification SjSj
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Terms usedTerms used

More terms usedMore terms used
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Conditions that must hold for Conditions that must hold for 
reconfiguration Rreconfiguration R

ContinuedContinued
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Architecture for AssuranceArchitecture for Assurance

?? Claim: If system implementer builds system using Claim: If system implementer builds system using 
this architecture and shows the lowthis architecture and shows the low--level level 
properties required of the architectural elements, properties required of the architectural elements, 
he will know the highhe will know the high--level properties that assure level properties that assure 
reconfiguration have been metreconfiguration have been met

?? 2 major components2 major components
§§ ApplicationApplication that performs computations associated with that performs computations associated with 

members of Smembers of S
§§ Reconfiguration mechanismReconfiguration mechanism that ensures reconfiguration that ensures reconfiguration 

can be carried outcan be carried out

Building blocks (events, actions,...)Building blocks (events, actions,...)
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More building blocksMore building blocks
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ApplicationApplication

?? Application consist of modules, each with interface Application consist of modules, each with interface 
to support reconfiguration assuranceto support reconfiguration assurance

?? Properties of the modules compose properties of Properties of the modules compose properties of 
appapp

?? Each interface function takes a moduleEach interface function takes a module--specific specific 
service level parameterservice level parameter that instructs interface to that instructs interface to 
provide a level of functionprovide a level of function

?? Composition of different module service levels Composition of different module service levels 
allow system to operate under different allow system to operate under different 
specificationsspecifications

?? Now we state the necessary designNow we state the necessary design--level level 
properties that must be shown, in order to properties that must be shown, in order to 
meet the required highmeet the required high--level reconfiguration level reconfiguration 
propertiesproperties
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Module capabilitiesModule capabilities
?? Interface to the set of functions contained within the moduleInterface to the set of functions contained within the module
?? Set of possible values for the service level parameterSet of possible values for the service level parameter
?? Set of persistent data structuresSet of persistent data structures

§§ Data which is relevant to preconditions, Data which is relevant to preconditions, postconditionspostconditions, and invariants, and invariants
?? Module Module postconditionpostcondition

§§ Basic coherency condition representing min state requirement forBasic coherency condition representing min state requirement for application to application to 
continue some form of operationcontinue some form of operation

?? Mechanism through which reconfiguration signals are handledMechanism through which reconfiguration signals are handled
?? Mechanism through which reconfiguration signals are propagated tMechanism through which reconfiguration signals are propagated t o calling o calling 

functionsfunctions
?? Set of module transition conditionsSet of module transition conditions
?? Set of module preconditionsSet of module preconditions
?? Mechanism through which a moduleMechanism through which a module’’s service transition condition is guaranteed s service transition condition is guaranteed 

to be metto be met
?? Timing guarantees on interface functions related to reconfiguratTiming guarantees on interface functions related to reconfigurationion
?? Set of assured reconfiguration invariantsSet of assured reconfiguration invariants

Module properties shown using Module properties shown using 
capabilitiescapabilities
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Application capabilitiesApplication capabilities

?? Modules that compose the system are contained Modules that compose the system are contained 
within a separate topwithin a separate top--level structure called level structure called 
monitoring layermonitoring layer

?? Monitoring layer includesMonitoring layer includes
§§ Facility to activate reconfiguration mechanismFacility to activate reconfiguration mechanism
§§ State variable State variable configconfig representing current operation representing current operation 

specificationspecification
§§ Capability to cause operation under current specificationCapability to cause operation under current specification
§§ Max time Max time train_timetrain_time that training of data might take that training of data might take 

for each member of Sfor each member of S

Application propertiesApplication properties
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Reconfiguration Mechanism Reconfiguration Mechanism 
capabilitiescapabilities

?? Implementation of Choose()Implementation of Choose()
?? Mechanism through which each module is Mechanism through which each module is 

ordered to meet its precondition for the new ordered to meet its precondition for the new 
service levelservice level

Reconfiguration Mechanism Reconfiguration Mechanism 
propertiesproperties
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?? Now they show, using designNow they show, using design--level level 
properties previously stated, that a system properties previously stated, that a system 
using their architecture and satisfying using their architecture and satisfying 
architectural properties will cause higharchitectural properties will cause high--level level 
properties to holdproperties to hold
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P4P4
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Example: RIPS systemExample: RIPS system

?? NASANASA’’s Runway Incursion Prevention s Runway Incursion Prevention 
SystemSystem

?? Runs on aircraft to prevent collisions with Runs on aircraft to prevent collisions with 
objects on runway objects on runway –– gives advice to pilotsgives advice to pilots

?? Specific to RIPS, the Runway Safety Monitor Specific to RIPS, the Runway Safety Monitor 
(RSM) algorithm(RSM) algorithm
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Service specificationsService specifications

?? Their model of the Their model of the algoalgo contains 4 major contains 4 major 
operational specificationsoperational specifications
§§ S1 S1 –– monitors runway and surroundingsmonitors runway and surroundings
§§ S2 S2 –– monitors runway (easier than S1)monitors runway (easier than S1)
§§ S3 S3 –– halts and alerts pilotshalts and alerts pilots
§§ S4 S4 –– gives aircraft command to climb and alerts gives aircraft command to climb and alerts 

pilotpilot

Main modulesMain modules

?? GEOM GEOM –– computes basic geometric functionscomputes basic geometric functions
?? IZ IZ –– sets up geometry specific to RSMsets up geometry specific to RSM
?? ALG ALG –– analyzes incoming dataanalyzes incoming data

?? GEOM is protected by a layer that checks its GEOM is protected by a layer that checks its 
outputs to give them strong correctness outputs to give them strong correctness 
argumentsarguments

?? Two sets of persistent dataTwo sets of persistent data
§§ Incursion zone structure (belongs to IZ)Incursion zone structure (belongs to IZ)
§§ Data structures for system interface (ALG)Data structures for system interface (ALG)
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?? In order to indicate how all of the highIn order to indicate how all of the high--level level 
reconfiguration properties can be proved, they choose 3 reconfiguration properties can be proved, they choose 3 
representative designrepresentative design--level properties.level properties.

?? The representative module property is M1: If none of a The representative module property is M1: If none of a 
modulemodule’’s functions is currently executing, that modules functions is currently executing, that module’’s s 
postconditionpostcondition is metis met

?? Disallow data structure access through any function Disallow data structure access through any function 
outside the module interfaceoutside the module interface

?? Any failure of a check causes reconfiguration signal to Any failure of a check causes reconfiguration signal to 
propagate through modulespropagate through modules

?? Modules will cause data structures to meet their Modules will cause data structures to meet their 
postconditionspostconditions


